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Agencies Restrict Trade over
Chinese Human Rights
Businesses with supply chain exposure in certain
OFAC Designates Xinjiang
regions of China could get whiplash between the
Entity for Forced Labor
administration’s stern rhetoric and behind-the-scenes
reports of the president’s lack of concern for the Uyghurs.
“The XPCC enhances internal control over the region
More important to those industries is that export control
by advancing China’s vision of economic development in
and sanctions agencies have restricted commerce with
XUAR that emphasizes subordination to central planning
Chinese entities responsible for human rights violations
and resource extraction. The XPCC’s structure reflects a
in the Xinjiang Uyghur
military organization, with 14
Autonomous Region (XUAR).
divisions made up of dozens of
Most
recently,
the
regiments,” OFAC said.
The administration advised
administration tightened the
Along with the XPCC itself,
businesses with supply chains
screws as Treasury’s Office of
the agency designated Peng
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
that include XUAR to be extra
Jiarui, deputy party secretary
July 31, 2020, designated
and XPCC commander, and Sun
aware of various risks involved.
Xinjiang
Production
and
Jinlong, a former XPCC political
Construction Corps (XPCC)
commissar.
and two current or former
At the same time, OFAC
XPCC officials under the Global Magnitsky regulations.
issued a general license (GL) authorizing certain windThis action comes days after Bureau of Industry and
down and divestment transactions and activities related
Security (BIS) July 22 added a third tranche of 11 Chinese
to blocked XPCC subsidiaries through Sept. 30, but not
entities to its Entity List and sent its acting chief to a
the entity itself.
virtual hearing to explain the administration’s recent
“GL 2 does not authorize divestment activities
actions.
involving the XPCC itself, nor does it authorize U.S.
Citing human rights abuses in China, as well
persons to sell to, purchase or invest in, or facilitate
as a 12-years-late periodic review of items under its
such transactions with any blocked person — including
jurisdiction, BIS July 17 requested comments on items on
Blocked XPCC Subsidiaries, except for such purchases
the Commerce Control List (CCL) that are controlled for
of or investments in Blocked XPCC Subsidiaries that are
crime control and detection (CC) reasons but could face
ordinarily incident and necessary to effectuate authorized
new BIS license requirements. Comments are due Sept.
divestment transactions,” OFAC said in a frequently
15.
asked question (FAQ).
Two weeks before that request, the administration
Lawmakers applauded the move. “The XPCC’s role in
July 1 advised businesses with supply chains that include
forced labor should serve as a warning to any company
XUAR to be extra aware of various risks involved with
with supply chains in Xinjiang,” Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.)
entities engaged in forced labor and other human rights
said in a statement. Rubio and 10 cosponsors introduced
abuse.
the bipartisan Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act
These moves come just weeks after Congress passed
(S. 3471) in March, which calls for sanctions on those
the newly signed Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act (S.
responsible for forced labor in Xinjiang or engaged in
3744) (see The Export Practitioner, July 2020, page 4).
importing goods produced with forced labor.
At a Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing July
22, Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) asked Deputy Secretary
4
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of State Stephen Biegun to respond to concerns that U.S.
companies that have sourced products from Xinjiang,
despite human rights violations and U.S. sanctions.
These companies include Apple, Kraft, Heinz, Coca-Cola
and Gap.

BIS Adds More Xinjiang
Firms to Entity List

(NRF), American Apparel & Footwear Association (AAFA),
Footwear Distributors & Retailers of America (FDRA), RILA
and United States Fashion Industry Association (USFIA)
said.
“A successful solution for all involved, above all the
workers themselves, will require state-to-state engagement
and collaborative partnerships across government,
industry, labor advocacy groups, non-governmental
organizations, and other stakeholders,” the groups said in
a joint statement on supply chains and Xinjiang.

“BIS will continue to aggressively fulfill our mission
of preventing exports that undermine U.S. foreign policy,
including to parties complicit in human rights violations
BIS Requests Comments on
and abuses committed in China’s campaign of religious
Crime-Control Exports
repression of the Muslim
minority groups” in the
Items of particular interest
XUAR, Acting BIS Under
include: facial recognition
Retail and apparel industry groups
Secretary Cordell Hull
software and other biometric
told the U.S. Commission
systems;
non-lethal
visual
urged the administration to find a
on International Religious
disruption lasers (dazzlers);
solution that protects both human
Freedom (USCIRF) July 22
long-range acoustic devices;
rights and the supply chain.
in a virtual hearing.
police helmets in Export
“To
ensure
that
Control Classification Number
the EAR’s item-based
(ECCN) 0A979; fingerprint
controls which protect human rights reflect technological
readers (3A981); fingerprint powders, dyes and inks
development, as part of our review of emerging
(1A985); voice print identification systems (3A980);
technologies, BIS has initiated a comprehensive, in-depth
polygraphs and psychological stress analysis equipment
review of advanced surveillance tools,” Hull told the
(3A981); nonmilitary mobile crime science laboratories
hearing.
(9A980); and other miscellaneous CC controls.
In the Federal Register that day, the agency listed 11
“In addition to law enforcement and public safetyfirms that are “implicated in human rights violations and
related uses, crowd-scanning systems can also be used to
abuses” of Uyghurs and other Muslim minority groups
facilitate the abuse of human rights. China, for example,
in the Xinjiang region, adding to 37 other entities BIS
has deployed facial recognition technology in the
previously sanctioned.
Xinjiang region, in which there has been repression, mass
In addition, Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
arbitrary detention and high technology surveillance
previously issued “withhold release orders” on two of
against Uighurs, Kazakhs and other members of Muslim
the newly listed entities: hair products manufactured
minority groups,” the Federal Register notice said.
by Hetian Haolin Hair Accessories Co. and garments
Specifically, BIS requested input on: 1) information
produced by Hetian Taida Apparel Co., Ltd.
(including performance criteria) that may distinguish
Retail and apparel industry groups urged the
purely or predominantly consumer or commercial
administration to find a solution that protects both
applications from those for use by law enforcement or
human rights and the supply chain. “We again urge
security services; 2) the impact of adding to, modifying,
our nation's leaders to immediately establish a multior removing items from the CCL on global human rights;
stakeholder working group to develop and deploy a
and 3) the impact on the competitiveness of U.S. business
collective approach that accurately assesses the problem,
and industry. The last comprehensive review of these
identifies constructive solutions to increase transparency,
items was in March 2008, BIS noted.
and protects both the rights of workers and the integrity
“In addition to comments on the items listed below,
of global supply chains,” the National Retail Federation
BIS welcomes comments on the update of controls on
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other items for surveillance and crowd control as well as
on related issues of concern to the public,” the agency
said.

officials have not been held accountable for committing
atrocities that likely constitute crimes against humanity,”
he added.

China Promises Response to
Uyghur Sanctions

Administration Advises Industry on
Chinese Forced Labor Risks

Businesses with potential exposure in the Xinjiang
The Chinese Foreign Ministry threatened July 10
region
“should be aware of the reputational, economic,
that it plans to respond with “reciprocal measures” to
and legal risks of involvement with entities that engage in
U.S. sanctions on top Chinese officials. OFAC a day
human rights abuses, including but not limited to forced
earlier designated a Chinese government entity and four
labor in the manufacture of
current or former government
goods intended for domestic and
officials in connection with
international distribution,” the
serious rights abuses against
advisory from State, Treasury,
the Uyghurs and other ethnic
The Chinese Foreign Ministry
Commerce
and
Homeland
minorities in the Xinjiang
threatened that it plans to
Security
(DHS)
noted.
region.
respond with “reciprocal
“In order to mitigate
Newly designated entities
measures”
to
U.S.
sanctions.
reputational,
economic, legal,
include Chen Quanguo, the
and other risks, businesses
XUAR
Communist
Party
should apply industry human
Secretary; Zhu Hailun, a former
rights due diligence policies and
XUAR Deputy Party Secretary;
procedures
to
address
risks,”
it added.
the Xinjiang Public Security Bureau (XPSB), as well as the
The advisory outlines three primary types of supply
current and former XPSB directors, Wang Mingshan and
chain
exposure: assisting in developing surveillance tools
Huo Liujun.
for the Chinese government in Xinjiang; relying on labor
“In response to its wrongdoing, China decides to take
or goods sourced in Xinjiang, or from factories elsewhere
reciprocal measures against U.S. agencies and individuals
in China implicated in the forced labor of individuals
with egregious practices on Xinjiang-related issues,”
from Xinjiang in their supply chains; and aiding in
Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Zhao Lijian told
the construction of internment facilities used to detain
reporters. “The specifics will come out soon,” he added.
Uyghurs and members of other Muslim minority groups,
“The U.S. practice constitutes serious interference in
and/or in the construction of manufacturing facilities that
China's internal affairs, severe violation of basic norms
are in close proximity to camps operated by businesses
governing international relations, and grave harm to
accepting subsidies from the Chinese government to
China-U.S. relations. China firmly opposes and strongly
subject minority groups to forced labor.
condemns that,” Zhao said.
In contrast, U.S. lawmakers applauded the action.
Today’s actions “are long overdue,” Sen. Marco Rubio
(R-Fla.) said in a statement. “For far too long, Chinese

6
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DUAL U.S.-IRANIAN CITIZEN
SENTENCED FOR MACHINE EXPORTS
A dual U.S.-Iranian citizen was sentenced
July 1, 2020, in Los Angeles U.S. District Court
to 12 months and a day for his role in a scheme
to ship prohibited items, including computer
numerical control (CNC) machines, to Iran via
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) without licenses
from the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
or Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC).
Mehdi Hashemi was arrested in August 2019
and pleaded guilty in December to conspiracy to
violate the International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (IEEPA) (see The Export Practitioner,
September 2019, page 13). CNC machines are
used to process raw materials to precise standards
and are controlled under Export Control
Classification Number (ECCN) 2B201 for nuclear
non-proliferation and anti-terrorism reasons.
Hashemi was CEO of LA-based Earth Best
Products, Inc, which was dissolved in September
2018. Co-defendant Feroz Khan of UAE is at
large.
Specific items included: three kinds of
Cincinnati Arrow Vertical Machining Centers,
two Cincinnati Avenger Turning Centers, a
Cincinnati Hawk Turning Center, a Traub CNC
Swiss Screw Machine, and a Traub CNC Lathe
(ECCN 2B991).
According to a Justice sentencing memo,
Hashemi “created false and forged invoices and
packing lists, including by using forged letters
and forged signatures of real persons that falsely
indicated the salesperson of the machines,
contact information for the salesperson of the
machines, the customer for the machines, the
value of the machines, and that restoration work
had been performed on the machines.”
The scheme involved six freight forwarders,
nine U.S. and Canadian suppliers, four container
firms in the U.S. and Canada, PayPal and Yahoo
email. Hashemi “provided these false and forged
invoices to U.S., Canadian, and UAE freight
forwarders,” the memo said.
Hashemi “certified and submitted to
the United States government false License
Determination Fact Sheets, which falsely
indicated that (1) the CNC machines that he was
exporting were not controlled for export under
the Export Administration Regulations and (2)

the destination country for the machines was
the UAE,” it added.
“Whether or not he intended to put those
CNC machines to nefarious use, defendant
jeopardized United States national security by

Hashemi “created false and forged invoices
and packing lists, including by using forged
letters and forged signatures of real persons.”
exporting highly-regulated machinery to an
unstable part of the world and increased the
risk that an Iranian regime hostile to the United
States may achieve its goal of developing nuclear
weapons,” the sentencing memo noted.

ANOTHER PHARMACEUTICAL FIRM
SETTLES SEC BRIBERY CHARGES
Boston-based Alexion Pharmaceuticals
agreed July 2, 2020, to pay the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) more than $21
million to settle charges that it violated the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) when two
subsidiaries in Russia and Turkey made payments
to foreign government officials to secure
favorable treatment for its primary drug, Soliris.
Swiss pharmaceutical firm Novartis AG
agreed June 25 to pay the SEC and Justice a total
of $345 million to settle charges that it violated
the FCPA when subsidiaries in several countries
engaged in pay-to-prescribe schemes to increase
sales between 2012 and 2016 (see The Export
Practitioner, July 2020, page 7).
From 2010 to 2015, Alexion’s Turkish
subsidiary paid foreign officials “to influence
them to provide favorable regulatory treatment”
for Soliris and “to approve Soliris prescriptions
for individual patients,” the SEC order noted.
“Alexion Turkey paid the Consultant over
$1.3 million, consisting of consulting fees
and purported expense reimbursements. The
Consultant passed a portion of these funds on
to Turkish government officials, in the form
of cash, meals, or gifts, to secure favorable
treatment for Soliris.
“As a result of these payments, Alexion
Turkey not only secured approvals for patient
prescriptions, but also received confidential
August 2020 The Export Practitioner | 7
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information and advance feedback from
government officials on regulatory submissions.
Alexion Turkey recorded these improper
payments inaccurately, claiming them as
legitimate expenses.”
Russian Subsidiary Paid $1 Million
to Increase Sales
In addition, from 2011 to 2015, Alexion’s
Russian subsidiary made $1 million in payments
to foreign officials “influence the HCPs [health
care providers] to take positions favorable to
Alexion Russia in connection with regional
budget allocations, to increase the number of
approved Soliris prescriptions, and to favorably
influence the regulatory treatment of Soliris,” it
added.
“These payments were recorded inaccurately
in Alexion Russia’s books and records as
honoraria, educational expenses, business
meeting expenses, and scientific research,” the
SEC order noted.
“From 2013 to 2015, certain employees at
Alexion Brazil and Alexion Colombia created
or directed third parties to create inaccurate
financial records concerning payments to third
parties, including patient advocacy organizations
(PAOs).”
“Alexion is pleased to have reached a
resolution and to have such a strong and
effective compliance culture and program in
place today. We are proud of the actions we’ve
taken that have expanded and strengthened our
compliance organization, enhanced third-party
payment processes and procedures, revamped
our HCP engagement process and improved
anti-corruption training for employees,” the
company said in a statement. Justice closed its
inquiry into this matter, the statement added.

AMAZON PAYS TO SETTLE
OFAC SANCTIONS CHARGES
Amazon Inc. agreed July 8, 2020, to pay
Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) a $134,523 civil penalty to settle charges
of violating multiple sanctions programs,
including Cuba, Syria, North Korea, Congo and
Sudan, from November 2011through October
2018.
8
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“As a result of deficiencies related to
Amazon’s sanctions screening processes,
Amazon provided goods and services to persons
sanctioned by OFAC; to persons located in
the sanctioned region or countries of Crimea,
Iran, and Syria; and to individuals located in or
employed by the foreign missions of countries
sanctioned by OFAC,” the agency said.
“Amazon also failed to timely report several
hundred transactions conducted pursuant to a
general license issued by OFAC that included
a mandatory reporting requirement, thereby
nullifying that authorization with respect to
those transactions,” OFAC added. The company
voluntarily self-disclosed the violations.
“Amazon’s automated sanctions screening
processes failed to fully analyze all transaction
and customer data relevant to compliance with
OFAC’s sanctions regulations. In some instances,
orders specifically referenced a sanctioned
jurisdiction, a city within a sanctioned
jurisdiction, or a common alternative spelling
of a sanctioned jurisdiction, yet Amazon’s
screening processes did not flag the transactions
for review,” the agency noted.
Screening Process Failed to
Match Blocked Entities
“For example, Amazon’s screening processes
did not flag orders with address fields containing
an address in ‘Yalta, Krimea’ for the term ‘Yalta,’
a city in Crimea, nor for the variation of the
spelling of Crimea. In another example, Amazon
failed to interdict or otherwise flag orders
shipped to the Embassy of Iran located in third
countries,” OFAC said.
“Moreover, in several hundred instances,
Amazon’s automated sanctions screening
processes failed to flag the correctly spelled
names and addresses of persons on OFAC’s SDN
List,” it added.
“While the apparent violations primarily
involved the provision of low-value retail
and consumer goods and services, some of
the apparent violations related to Amazon’s
processing of orders for personal security
products on behalf of persons located at the
Iranian embassies” in Tokyo and Brussels, the
agency cited as an aggravating factor.
“This case demonstrates the importance of
implementing and maintaining effective, risk-
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based sanctions compliance controls, including
sanctions screening measures appropriate for
e-commerce and other internet-based businesses
that operate on a global scale,” OFAC noted.
“In particular, global companies that rely
heavily on automated sanctions screening
processes should take reasonable, risk-based steps
to ensure that their processes are appropriately
configured to screen relevant customer
information and to capture data quality issues,
such as common misspellings,” it added.

ATLANTA FIRM SETTLES
BIS ANTIBOYCOTT CHARGES
In an order posted July 2, 2020, Atlanta
food distribution firm Mirasco Inc. agreed to
settle four Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
charges of violating antiboycott regulations
from October 2014 through January 2016 during
transactions with Qatar and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE).
The company agreed to pay a $15,500
civil penalty to settle charges of furnishing
information about business relationships with
boycotted countries or blacklisted persons and
failing to report the receipt of boycott requests
to engage in a restrictive trade practice or foreign
boycott.
Furnished language included: “The loading
vessel… is permitted to enter Arab ports.”
Letters of credit requested this language:
“Documents required: Certificate from the
owner, carrier or captain of the carrying vessel or
their agent… confirming that it will not pass by
any Israeli port through its present voyage and is
permitted to enter Arab ports.”
Other documents included: “Documents
required: A certificate from the carrier/master or
their agents certifying… the vessel is allowed to
enter Arabian/UAE ports.”

U.S. CITIZEN SENT TO PRISON
FOR SMUGGLING GOODS TO IRAN
Aiden Davidson, aka Hamed Aliabadi, a
naturalized U.S. citizen, was sentenced July 16,
2020, in Concord, N.H., U.S. District Court to 46
months in prison for smuggling goods, including
motors, pumps, valves and other items, to Iran

between 2014 and 2017. He pleaded guilty in
March (see The Export Practitioner, April 2020,
page 9).
Davidson, manager/member and the
registered agent of N.H. company Golden Gate
International, “moved to suppress data from two
tracking devices that showed that his company’s
exports, although supposedly destined for
Turkey, in fact were shipped into Iran,” Justice
sentencing memo noted. A superseding
indictment was filed in January 2019.
Between April and August 2017, Davidson
and Golden Gate again knowingly smuggled
goods to Iran, including displacement pumps
that were valued at approximately $13,000.
“Davidson devoted nearly four years to
corresponding covertly with his co-conspirators
about the specific goods they needed; buying
surplus goods on-line from numerous sources;
receiving and storing packages; packing
containers at his warehouse in Tennessee;
arranging with his freight forwarders to complete
and file detailed (and false) export documents;
invoicing his co-conspirators for costs, expenses,
and profits; and receiving large payments via
international wire transfers,” Justice said.
“This is not a case of an individual running
a legitimate export business, who just happened
to send a few items to an embargoed country
one time or even intermittently. Instead, the
defendant formed a business for, and offered
his services to, his Iranian associates for the
sole purpose of helping them acquire American
products they could not otherwise obtain
through lawful means,” the memo noted.

UAE FIRM PAYS TO SETTLE NORTH
KOREAN SANCTIONS CHARGES
In the first Justice corporate enforcement
action for violations of U.S. North Korean
(DPRK) sanctions, a cigarette filter and tear
tape manufacturer in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) agreed July 16, 2020, to pay $665,112 to
settle Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) and Justice charges.
“Essentra FZE exported cigarette filters to
the DPRK through a network of front companies
in China and other countries using deceptive
practices and received payment for the shipment
of these goods into its bank accounts at the
August 2020 The Export Practitioner | 9
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foreign branch of a U.S. bank,” OFAC said. The
company did not voluntarily self-disclose the
violations.
“In order to deceive banks into processing
Essentra FZE’s U.S. dollar transactions, North
Korean Company 1 and their co-conspirators,
including Company 1, utilized financial cutouts
and front companies, such as Front Company
1, to conceal the North Korean nexus,” the
three-year deferred prosecution agreement (DPA)
noted.
“The defendant and co-conspirators’
deceptive practice tricked U.S. correspondent
banks intro processing transactions that would
not have otherwise been processed,” it added.
During a meeting between an Essentra FZE
senior manager and a customer-facing employee
and a DPRK national in early 2018, the DPRK
national asked Essentra FZE whether it could
manufacture cigarette filter rods for export to the

“The … deceptive practice tricked U.S.
correspondent banks intro processing
transactions that would not have otherwise
been processed.”
DPRK.
“The customer-facing employee for Essentra
FZE later exchanged messages with this DPRK
national who provided the instructions, ‘Don’t
mention that customer is in my country… You
just mention China or where else. Contract will
be signed by other foreign company,’” OFAC
said.
Essentra FZE’s obligation to pay OFAC the
settlement amount shall be deemed satisfied
by Essentra FZE’s payment of a greater amount
in satisfaction of penalties assessed by Justice
arising from the same course of conduct.
“A very thorough and in-depth investigation
has been carried out to fully understand the
root cause of the issues we have seen. We have
made a very significant investment of both time
and money, which has now equipped us with
enhanced protection against any potential future
issues of this nature,” Chief Executive Paul
Forman said in a statement.
“Essentra takes compliance with sanctions
very seriously and has a program in place
designed to ensure compliance with applicable
sanctions. These issues arose as a result of
10
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isolated failures to follow the program and,
in response, Essentra has taken swift action to
strengthen the control processes in place to
ensure that such activity does not take place in
the future,” the company said.

TWO BROTHERS CHARGED IN
ODEBRECHT BRIBERY SCHEME
Luis Enrique Martinelli Linares and Ricardo
Alberto Martinelli Linares, brothers who are
dual citizens of Panama and Italy, were charged
July 6, 2020, in Brooklyn U.S. District Court
with conspiracy to commit money laundering
for their roles in a bribery scheme involving
Brazilian construction conglomerate Odebrecht
S.A. and a high-ranking government official in
Panama.
Between August 2009 and January 2014,
the defendants allegedly “established shell
companies in foreign jurisdictions; served as the
signatories on certain of the shell company bank
accounts; and personally sent and caused to be
sent wire transfers through the structure of shell
company bank accounts to conceal and spend
bribery proceeds,” the complaint noted.
The defendants “later conducted numerous
additional financial transactions through U.S.
banks, some of which were located in New
York, New York, involving the proceeds of
bribe payments from Odebrecht,” it added. The
defendants were “close relatives” of the Panama
government official, the complaint noted.
In total, between 2009 and 2012, “the
Offshore Company Accounts received
approximately $28 million in bribe proceeds
from Odebrecht for the benefit of the Panama
Government Official,” it said.
Odebrecht and its subsidiary Braskem
agreed in December 2016 to pay a combined
penalty of $3.5 billion to settle Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA) charges with U.S., Brazilian
and Swiss authorities related to schemes to pay
hundreds of millions of dollars in bribes to
government officials in 12 countries, including
Angola, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico,
Mozambique, Panama, Peru and Venezuela (see
The Export Practitioner, January 2017, page 11).
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DUAL CITIZEN SENT TO PRISON FOR
SENDING GOODS TO HIZBALLAH

COATING MANUFACTURER SETTLES
OFAC IRAN SANCTIONS CHARGES

Usama Darwich Hamade, a dual citizen of
Lebanon and South Africa, was sentenced July
20, 2020, in in Minneapolis U.S. District Court
to 42 months in prison for conspiring to illegally
export goods and technology to Lebanon
and Hizballah, a designated foreign terrorist
organization, without State or Commerce
licenses from 2009 through 2011.
He pleaded guilty in May (see The Export
Practitioner, June 2020, page 7). The second
superseding indictment against Hamade, Samir
Ahmed Berro and Hamade’s brother Issam
Darwich Hamade was unsealed in February 2018.
Goods included inertial measurement
units (IMUs) for use in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), a jet engine, piston engines
and recording binoculars. Issam Hamade was
sentenced in April to time served after pleading
guilty the month before. Berro remains at large.
“The ultimate recipient of the UAV parts and
technology, including the parts and technology
that was being sourced in the United States,
was the government of Syria. Usama Hamade
knew he was violating U.S. law by making these
transfers,” the plea agreement noted.
The indictment cites at least four unnamed
U.S. companies as producing and selling these
goods. For example, the digital compasses
match the model numbers of those produced
by Honeywell in Minnesota, which was not
named. In one case, Usama Hamade “falsely told
Individual A that the Digital Compasses and the
IMUs would be used in UAVs in South Africa
to overfly wildlife areas to prevent poaching,”
according to the court document.
“In October 2009, defendant Usama Hamade
directed Individual A to order the Jet Engine
from Company C in the State of Indiana for
delivery to defendant Berro at his company,
SAB Aerospace, in the United Arab Emirates.
Defendant Berro then illegally transshipped
the Jet Engine to Hizballah coconspirators in
Lebanon,” the second superseding indictment
noted.

Whitford Worldwide Company, LLC, a
cookware coating manufacturer in Elverson, Pa.,
agreed July 28, 2020, to pay Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) a $824,314 civil
penalty to settle 74 charges of violating U.S. Iran
sanctions.
Between November 2012 and December
2015, subsidiaries in Italy and Turkey “sold
coatings intended for customers in Iran and
engaged in other trade-related transactions with
Iran. Additionally, U.S. persons employed by
Whitford facilitated some of these transactions
with Iran,” OFAC said. The company voluntarily
disclosed violations.
“According to Whitford, when it realized in
2013 that Whitford-Turkey’s sales to Iran may
be problematic, its Regulatory Affairs Manager
(who did not specialize in sanctions compliance)
incorrectly advised that Whitford’s foreign
subsidiaries could legally continue selling to
Iran so long as there were no direct connections
between a Whitford subsidiary and Iran,” OFAC
said.
“After receiving this advice, Whitford’s
Managing Director for Europe (a U.S. person
who oversaw both Whitford-Italy and WhitfordTurkey), along with managers from both entities,
developed a plan to continue selling to Iran
by instructing that sales to Iran go indirectly
through third-party distributors and documents
related to those sales avoid referencing Iran,” it
added.
“By adopting this plan, from approximately
February 2014 through December 2015,
Whitford, Whitford-Turkey, and Whitford-Italy
engaged in additional Apparent Violations
by selling to Iran, making payments to and
receiving payments from their Iranian sales
agent, and engaging in prohibited facilitation of
transactions with Iran,” OFAC noted.
“With a lengthy history of foreign subsidiary
sales to Iran, Whitford acted recklessly by
failing to implement compliance policies
commensurate with selling to a high-risk
jurisdiction such as Iran and taking affirmative
steps to help its foreign subsidiaries to continue
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selling to Iran, using indirect channels, after
being warned that foreign subsidiary sales to
Iran were problematic,” the agency cited as an
aggravating factor.
In December 2018 PPG reached a definitive
agreement to acquire Whitford. “PPG does
not have additional information or comments
regarding the announced settlement,” a
company spokesperson told The Export
Practitioner via email.

charges.
Alstom executive Frederic Pierucci was
sentenced in September 2017 to 30 months
in prison less time served for related charges.
Former executive William Pomponi died in May
2016 while awaiting sentencing.

FORMER ALSTOM SUBSIDIARY EXEC
GETS TIME SERVED FOR BRIBERY

Broad Tech System Inc., an electronics
distribution company in Ontario, Calif.,
company president Tao Jiang, aka Jason Jiang,
and equipment engineer Bohr Winn-Shih were
indicted July 20, 2020, in Providence, R.I., U.S.
District Court.
The charges involve a scheme to illegally
export chemicals manufactured and/or
distributed by a R.I. company to blocked
technology company China Electronics
Technology Group Corporation 55th Research
Institute (CETC 55). The chemicals -- Photoresist
and HPRD -- are essential in the chip
manufacturing process.
The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
added CETC 55, which is also known as Nanjing
Electronic Devices Institute, CETC Research
Institute 55, NEDI and NEDTEK, and 40 other
entities to its Entity List in August 2018 (see The
Export Practitioner, August 2018, page 26).
The defendants allegedly “entered into
contracts for the purpose of procuring the
commodities from Company A [R.I. company],
including agreeing to purchase 94 gallons of
Photoresist and 344 unites of HPRD 441,” the
indictment said.
The defendants also “knowing included
materially false information in the contracts
to obscure the real end user and end use of the
commodities, including by representing that the
end user was NTESY [technology company in
Nanjing, China].” In addition, they “knowingly
created additional false corporate documents to
further obfuscate the intended end user and end
use of the commodities,” it added.

Eight years after pleading guilty to a single
charge, David Rothschild, a former regional sales
VP at the Connecticut Alstom Power subsidiary,
was sentenced July 27, 2020, in New Haven,
Conn., U.S. District Court to time served and
a $10,000 fine for his role in a scheme to bribe
Indonesian officials in exchange for assistance in
securing contracts.
Rothschild pleaded guilty in November 2012
to conspiracy to violate the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA). Justice filed a motion for
downward departure in sentencing “because the
defendant has provided substantial assistance in
the investigation or prosecution of other persons
who have committed offenses.”
The charges relate to a scheme to bribe
Indonesian government officials, including a
member of the Indonesian Parliament and highranking members of Perusahaan Listrik Negara
(PLN), the state-owned electricity company.
According to the charges, Rothschild and
others paid bribes to Indonesian officials in
exchange for their assistance in securing a $118
million contract for the company to provide
power-related services in Indonesia as part of the
Tarahan power project. To conceal the bribes, the
defendants retained two consultants.
Lawrence Hoskins, a former Alstom senior
VP in Asia, was sentenced in March to 15
months in prison (see The Export Practitioner,
April 2020, page 8). A judge ten days earlier
granted a motion for a new trial on seven FCPA
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CALIF. ELECTRONICS COMPANY
INDICTED FOR CHEMICAL EXPORTS

EXPORT CONTROLS
STATE RELAXES DRONE
EXPORT LICENSING POLICY
After two years of attempting to effect
change at multilateral regimes, the administration July 24, 2020, relaxed its Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS) export policies to allow
transfers of certain slower systems on a case-bycase basis, rather than the more stringent “strong
presumption of denial” the Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR) currently requires.
“The U.S. government will treat a carefully
selected subset of MTCR Category I UAS with
maximum airspeed less than 800 kilometers
per hour as Category II. All potential transfers
of military UAS will continue to require caseby-case review to consider all U.S. interests,” a
State fact sheet noted. Faster systems, such as
cruise missiles, hypersonic aerial vehicles, and
advanced unmanned combat aerial vehicles are
not affected by this change.
The White House in April 2018 proposed
new Conventional Arms Transfer (CAT) and UAS
export policies to streamline direct sales (see
The Export Practitioner, May 2018, page 19). In a
national security memorandum, the president
specifically called for a work plan within 60
days to “align our [UAS] export policy more
closely with our national and economic security
interests.”
State Official Outlined Process
Assistant Secretary of State Christopher
Ashley Ford announced the change during a
speech at the Hudson Institute. “This new policy
does not mean that we will subject transfers of
these slower, lower-threat systems to a strong
presumption of approval; all we are doing is
exempting them from the strong presumption
of denial. There will be no presumption of
approval, and all proposals will be evaluated on
their own merits,” he said.
Ford also described the process of attempting
to change the MTCR control. “For more than
two years, therefore, we have been promoting
this reform initiative in MCTR fora. We have also
repeatedly made technical changes and various
other adjustments to our reform proposal in
response to issues raised and ideas suggested by

other MTCR partners,” Ford said.
“Nevertheless, the MTCR is a consensusbased organization, in which even a single
country can hold things up indefinitely. We
are pleased that many of our partners have
supported our reform proposal, but thanks to
foot-dragging by some, it is not yet possible to
amend the MTCR controls by consensus,” he
added.
“It is true that that the best way to proceed
would have been to clarify these issues across
the entire MTCR regime through adoption of
our modest reform proposal there, so that all
partners could harmonize approaches around
a sensible maximum airspeed threshold,” Ford
said.
Lawmakers, Advocates Respond Quickly
“I commend the administration for its
robust, years-long diplomatic effort to modernize
the MTCR to account for China’s actions. It has
become clear, however, that one MTCR member
state will inevitably block any consensus within
the regime on necessary changes,” Sen. Jim Risch
(R-Idaho).
“This policy change only represents a
partial and temporary solution, however. The
permanent fix for this issue must be to treat
unmanned aircraft the same as other aircraft for
the purposes of export,” he added.
Other lawmakers and arms control
advocates denounced the move. “Once again,
Donald Trump is unilaterally abrogating a longstanding arms control agreement because it is
inconvenient for his ‘anything goes’ policy to
sell dangerous weapons seemingly anywhere
to anyone,” Rep. Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.) said in a
statement.
“This will certainly result in other nations
abandoning MTCR restrictions that they find
inconvenient for their exports. China will
be emboldened, clearing the way for similar
weapons to end up with those who mean harm
to the United States, Israel, and other friends and
allies,” he added.
“This reckless decision once again makes it
more likely that we will export some of our most
deadly weaponry to human rights abusers across
the world. This is yet another reckless move
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by an Administration fixated with eliminating
the international cooperation that has made
the United States and other countries safer for
decades,” Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) said in
a statement.
“Though sales will still undergo case by
case review, [the] policy is a clear path for sales
of lethal drones to countries with concerning
human rights records and patterns of misuse.
The Trump administration has prioritized
economic benefit at a cost to U.S. security and
foreign policy,” Stimson Center VP Rachel Stohl
tweeted.

Before joining the administration, Williams
served as general counsel to the American
Suppressor Association (ASA) alongside his
brother, ASA President Knox Williams. “As
a full-time employee, ASA paid him a salary
for his work. As a sibling, he and I remain
close to this day. It is abundantly clear that
Chairman Lynch is confused about suppressors,
the dynamics of employment, and healthy
familial relationships,” Knox Williams said in a
statement.

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE OPENS
PROBE INTO SUPPRESSOR REVERSAL

The DDTC export change “requires that
applicants must identify a specific end user.
Applications for the permanent export of
hardware must include purchase documentation,
a DSP-83 non-transfer and end use certificate (as
suppressors are considered Significant Military
Equipment under the USML), an end-user
statement, and an import permit (if required by
the destination country),” the agency said July
10.
“Consistent with current licensing practices,
all licenses will be reviewed and adjudicated on a
case-by-case basis, and any pre-license checks or
post shipment verifications will be conducted as
deemed necessary and appropriate based on the
totality of the circumstances of the transaction,”
it added.
Industry welcomed the change but said it
will push for suppressors to be transferred to
the Commerce Control List as other firearms
and parts (see related story, page 15). “We have
long advocated for repealing this unwarranted
policy that prevented American companies
from competing against foreign manufactures.
Sound suppressors are commonly used in Europe
and other parts of the world where they can
be purchased at retail stores,” Lawrence Keane,
National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF)
senior VP and general counsel, said in an email
to The Export Practitioner.
“In fact, in many parts of the world the
law requires hunters and target shooters to use
sound suppressors. They are legal in 42 U.S.
states, and you can hunt with them in 40 states.
While NSSF welcomes this development, we will

The chair of the House Oversight Committee
national security subcommittee July 28, 2020,
requested documents on the recent decision by
State’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
(DDTC) to reverse a long-standing prohibition
on the export of firearm sound suppressors,
citing the influence of a specific White House
official.
DDTC will no longer treat the items as
a special category, but rather in a manner
consistent with other technologies controlled
on the U.S. Munitions List (USML), the agency
posted on its website two weeks earlier. A 2002
policy restricted their export to government or
military end-users.
“Michael Williams’ involvement in U.S.
gun policy, and specifically his reported role
in overturning the State Department’s 2002
restrictions on the foreign export of firearm
suppressors, raise significant concerns about
whether the safety of our men and women
in uniform is being exchanged for personal
or commercial profit,” Committee Chair Rep.
Stephen Lynch (D-Mass.) wrote in a letter to
Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
Director Russell Vought.
“The overseas sale of U.S. defense articles,
especially when those weapons could endanger
the safety and security of our men and women
in uniform, cannot and should not be influenced
by personal financial or political interests,” he
added.
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continue to advocate for BIS [Bureau of Industry
and Security] to have export licensing authority,”
Keane added.

BIS CLARIFIES REGULATIONS FOR
NEWLY TRANSFERRED FIREARMS
After eight years and several versions of
proposed and final rules, all the questions about
the transfers of firearms from the U.S. Munitions
List (USML) to the Commerce Control List (CCL)
should have answers by now. The Bureau of
Industry (BIS) July 8, 2020, issued Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) about the transfers, just
to make sure exporters are onboard.
The transfers formally went into effect in
March. The legal fight came down to the wire,
with a Seattle U.S. District Court judge issuing a
preliminary injunction on 3D printing software.
All the other transfers went into effect, and
State has appealed the ruling (see The Export
Practitioner, June 2020, page 22).
One FAQ addressed recordkeeping
requirements of the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR). The requirements “generally
do not impose an affirmative duty to create a
record.”
“The recordkeeping requirements typically
apply if in the normal course of your business
activities related to an export, reexport, or
transfer (in-country) a record is created or
received that is within the scope of records
that must be retained for purposes of the EAR
recordkeeping requirements. Therefore, if you as
the exporter do not create or receive a warranty
certificate, you would not have a recordkeeping
requirement to keep the warranty certificate,”
BIS wrote.
Another clarified the use of License
Exception STA. “In order to determine if the
item or your country group is excluded from
License Exception STA, you will need to clear
three regulatory hurdles before determining your
item and country group is eligible for License
Exception STA.”
First, determine if your item is excluded
under the Special Conditions for STA section
of the Export Control Classification Number
(ECCN). Second, review § 740.2. And finally,
review § 740.20(b)(2) (Limitations on use of

License Exception STA).
BIS also addressed the existing authority of
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) to
investigate illegal exports. “This transfer does

“The transfer enhances enforcement efforts
by creating authority for EE Special Agents
to investigate the illegal export of those
items.”
not affect ICE HSI’s authority or jurisdiction in
any way. ICE HSI will continue to enforce the
regulations governing the export of firearms,
firearms parts, and ammunition.”
“The transfer enhances enforcement efforts
by creating authority for EE Special Agents to
investigate the illegal export of those items being
transferred to the CCL and does not in any
way diminish existing ICE HSI authorities,” the
agency wrote.
The agency also defined key terms,
such as: additive manufacturing; antique
firearms; blue guns or rubber duck; caseless
ammunition; CBP Form 4457; combination
pistol (aka a combination gun); complete breech
mechanisms; dummy rounds or drill round;
fully automatic firearm or shotgun; temporary
imports; sentinel program; three-dimensional
(3D) printing; and U.S. Munitions Import List
(USMIL).
Other topics included: transition and
grandfathering; brokering controls; conventional
arms reporting; export clearance requirements;
entry clearance requirements for temporary
imports; addition of new ECCNs; removal of
nine ECCNs; revisions to eight ECCNs; licensing
process; and License Exceptions LVS, BAG, TMP,
RPL and GOV.

ADMINISTRATION TAKES MORE
ACTION ON HONG KONG
Two weeks after U.S. agencies began to
implement a Rose Garden announcement on
Hong Kong, the president issued an executive
order July 14, 2020, formally ending the U.S.
government’s preferential treatment to Hong
Kong in response to a new Chinese security law.
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In June, Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) suspended its preferential treatment of
Hong Kong, including the availability of license
exceptions for exports and reexports to and
transfers (in-country) within Hong Kong of items
subject to the Export Administration Regulations
(EAR) (see The Export Practitioner, July 2020, page
4). BIS formally posted the change in the Federal
Register July 31.
State’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
(DDTC) posted the following guidance on its
website the day after the executive order: “Hong
Kong is now considered to be included in the
entry for China under section 126.1(d)(1) of the
ITAR [International Traffic in Arms Regulations]
and therefore subject to a policy of denial for all
transfers subject to the ITAR.”
The government “is taking this action
because the Chinese Communist Party has
fundamentally undermined Hong Kong’s
autonomy and thereby increased the risk that
sensitive U.S. items will be illegally diverted” to
China, DDTC added.
DDTC Will Not Rescind Existing Licenses
“DDTC will review on a case-by-case basis
license applications to export defense services
to Hong Kong persons who (1) are physically
located outside of Hong Kong or the PRC and (2)
were authorized to receive defense articles prior
to July 14, 2020,” the agency clarified.
“Current, valid, non-exhausted
authorizations naming Hong Kong as a transfer
territory are not affected by the Executive
Order. At this time the Department is not taking
steps to revoke or rescind previously approved
authorizations to export defense articles or
services to Hong Kong,” DDTC added.
Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Zheng
Zeguang lodged Beijing’s complaints to
Ambassador Terry Branstad. “This is a gross
interference in China’s internal affairs and a
grave violation of international law and basic
norms governing international relations. The
Chinese side firmly opposes and strongly
condemns this,” he said on the Foreign Ministry
website.
“To safeguard its legitimate interests, the
Chinese side will make necessary response to
the wrong actions of the U.S. side, including
imposing sanctions on relevant U.S. entities and
16
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individuals,” Zheng added.
“It is unfortunate, but necessary, for the
president to use these measures in response
to the alarming actions taken by the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP), especially the
imposition of the national security law. The
draconian law subjects the people of Hong Kong
to the CCP’s authoritarianism, and puts every
Hong Konger, as well as U.S. citizens in Hong
Kong, at risk,” Sen. Jim Risch (R-Idaho) said in a
statement.

DDTC EXTENDS COVID RELIEF
MEASURES ON TELEWORK
In response to vocal members of the defense
industry, State’s Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls (DDTC) July 23, 2020, extended
temporary and retroactive changes to its
compliance procedures to allow continued
telework operations until the end of the year.
“DDTC is not extending the other temporary
modifications, suspensions, and exceptions
related to registration and licensing that were
described in that notice,” the agency said.
Industry urged DDTC to extend or make
permanent the changes it announced in April
(see The Export Practitioner, July 2020, page 13).
DDTC addressed the majority of comments that
requested an extension of remote workplace
requirements in its Federal Register notice July
29.
“Based upon continued public health
recommendations and as informed by responses
to request for public comment, it is apparent
to DDTC that regulated entities will continue
to engage in social distancing measures for the
foreseeable future,” it said. “DDTC will use this
period to fully investigate the possibility and
ramifications of making this modification, or a
variation thereof, a permanent revision to the
ITAR,” the notice added.
Other companies specifically cited the
extension of export licenses, which DDTC did
not extend. “Although three commenters did
request extension for various reasons, DDTC is
not accepting those requests. DDTC notes that
the majority of commenters did not make such
a request, and that of those that did, some of
the reasons related to internal DDTC operations

EXPORT CONTROLS

and coordination with other areas of the
government,” the agency noted.
“DDTC believes that progress is being made
on those matters and that continued extensions
to all existing authorizations is an overbroad
response to the current situation. DDTC, its
interagency partners, and the regulated entities
have had several months to adjust to the current
situation and DDTC believes it is prepared to
handle authorizations in accordance with its
statutory requirements,” it added.
Agency Will Accept Electronic
Foreign Registration Changes
At the same time, DDTC announced it will
begin accepting submissions of notifications
of registration changes resulting from Mergers,
Acquisitions, and Divestitures via its DECCS
electronic portal.
“To facilitate Mergers, Acquisitions, and
Divestitures (MAD)-related submissions in the
current challenging operating environment, the
Office of Defense Trade Controls Compliance

(DTCC) has established a new mechanism
for electronically submitting 60-day advance
notifications of foreign acquisitions of ITAR
registrants submitted pursuant to ITAR Section
122.4(b),” the agency said.
“This development, combined with
the electronic notification in DECCS of
registration amendments/changes pursuant
to ITAR Section 122.4(a), means that all MADrelated notifications can now be submitted
electronically,” DDTC added.
A week earlier, the agency announced
it previously added an “Other” category to
Block 4 of the DS-6004 Reexport/Retransfer
Application – ITAR Part 123.9. “Industry should
select the ‘Other” category when submitting
General Correspondence (GC) requests related
to Mergers and Acquisitions, U.S. and Foreign
Entity Name/Address Changes or Registration
Code Changes, U.S. Persons providing defense
services abroad, End-Use/End-User Change
Requests, and Amendments to existing General
Correspondence approvals,” DDTC said in a web
notice July 16.
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TRADE SANCTIONS
POMPEO EXPANDS RESTRICTIONS
ON IRAN METALS TRANSFERS
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo July 30,
2020, expanded the scope of Iran metals
sanctions, targeting 22 specific materials used
in connection with Iran’s nuclear, military
or ballistic missile programs. “Those who
knowingly transfer such materials to Iran are
now sanctionable,” Pompeo said.
The materials include: seven types of
aluminum, aluminum bronze alloy UNS C63600
(CDA alloy 636); aluminum oxide (Al2O3); five
types of steel; two types of stainless steel; two
types of maraging steel; UNS Cl7200-TDO1
[beryllium copper]; UNS C37000 – CuZn38Pb1;
tungsten copper; and aluminum powder with
purity above 98 percent.
At the same time, Pompeo said he was
“continuing my determination that the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)
controls Iran’s construction sector. The IRGC’s
construction firm and many of its subsidiaries
remain sanctioned by the United Nations

because they were directly involved in the
construction of the uranium enrichment site at
Fordow.”
“As a result of this IRGC determination,
any knowing transfer of certain materials,
including graphite or raw or semi-finished
metals, to or from Iran to be used in connection
with the construction sector of Iran remains
sanctionable,” he added.
In June, Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) designated four steel, aluminum
and iron companies operating in Iran’s metals
sector, including a subsidiary of Mobarakeh
Steel Company, Iran’s largest steel manufacturer;
one German subsidiary and three United Arab
Emirates (UAE)-based Mobarakeh sales agents
(see The Export Practitioner, July 2020, page 22).
OFAC previously designated a network of
businesses providing financial support to the
Basij militia, including Mobarakeh, in October
2018 under a counter-terrorism authority, for
providing material support to Mehr Eqtesead
Iranian Investment Company, an IRGC-affiliated
entity.

SEE A PREVIEW OF

Mastering Deemed Exports
www.deemedexports.com
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EXPORTING
FROM EUROPE
FEATURE
By David Hayes *
UNDERSTANDING THE BRITISH
SEE-THROUGH RULE
“I once asked a young dissertation writer
whether her suddenly grayed hair was due to ill
health or personal tragedy; she answered: ‘It was
the footnotes.’
-- Joanna Russ, How to Suppress Women's
Writing

What British see-through rule?
There really isn’t one but then again,
in a very understated way, there is. This
understatement can create problems for the
unwary.
If you work on military programs with
United Kingdom (UK) suppliers, you will
probably be familiar with UK Open General

Export Licenses (OGELs). Similar in concept to
license exceptions under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), these allow an
exporter to ship a defined list of controlled items
to a defined list of countries, subject to certain
conditions.
So far, so good.
Not all OGELs are created equal. Two -specifically the OGEL Military Goods, Software
and Technology and the OGEL Military Goods,
Software and Technology: Government or NATO
End-Use -- contain the British see-through rule –
though it is not usually called that.
Hiding in Plain Sight
These OGELs require that the UK exporter
obtain a consignee undertaking from their
foreign customer.
Many readers will be familiar with the
format, reproduced here for ease of reference:

Consignee Undertaking Template
*I / We (name and address of person, firm or company...) certify that the goods shown below have
been ordered by *me/us from (name and address of UK exporter….).
exporter….)
The goods to be supplied are
And are for the following purpose(s):
And are for delivery to the following addresses: [Delete as appropriate]

(i)

*I/We also certify that the goods, software or technology above are for *my/our own
use, and will not be re-exported or sold for export either in their current state or after
incorporation.

Or
(ii)

*I/We also certify that the goods, software or technology above are for end-use1 in one or
more of the following countries, either in their current state or after incorporation:
[Delete countries below as appropriate]
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland,
Ireland (Republic of), Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
United Kingdom, USA
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Or
(iii)

*I/We also certify that the goods, software or technology above are for re-export, either
in their current state or after incorporation, for the end-use1 of the Government of the
following countries, or a NATO organisation in one of those countries:
[Delete countries below as appropriate]
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland
(including Liechtenstein)

Or
(iv)

*I/We also certify that the goods, software or technology above are for export to, and for
the sole use of the [
] armed forces deployed in [
].

Or:
(v)

*I/We certify that the goods, software or technology above are for use by the [
]
Government, including use by its own armed forces deployed in any destination except
an arms embargoed destination

End-use means final or ultimate use in one or more of the stated countries, or by the named Government
or NATO organization, either in their current state or after incorporation. It does not include export or
re-export to any country other than one or more of the stated countries or by the stated Government or
NATO organization.
1

*I/We confirm that the goods above will not be used for purposes associated with chemical,
biological or nuclear weapons or missiles capable of delivering such weapons, nor will *it/they be
resold if *I/we know or suspect that *it/they are intended or likely to be used for such a purpose
*I/We confirm that the goods will not be re-exported or otherwise re-sold or transferred to a
destination subject to UN, EU or OSCE embargo where that act would be in breach of the terms
of that embargoª;
*I/We confirm that the goods, or any replica of them, will not be used in any nuclear explosive
activity or unsafeguarded nuclear fuel cycle‡.
Signed 		
Name 		
(BLOCK CAPITALS)
Status 		
Date 		
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In practice, I encounter many cases
where the consignee’s issuance of these forms
appears questionable. I am not implying any
malfeasance here; merely that the form itself can
easily give rise to misunderstandings and that
a critical assessment of the provider’s requested
undertaking may result in different decisions
being made, both by the consignee and the UK
exporter.
Inherent Risks
The undertaking form itself, which mirrors
the language of the OGELs concerned, poses the
problem that it is requested from and completed
by the consignee, yet requires certification of the
ultimate end-use.
The difficulty lies in the use of the term
“end-use” and how that may be interpreted.
The undertaking is clear in this regard but
only if read carefully and entered into after due
consideration.
The clauses that seem to result in the most
questionable responses are:
						
(i) *I/We also certify that the goods, software
or technology above are for *my/our own
use, and will not be re-exported or sold for
export either in their current state or after
incorporation.
or
(ii) *I/We also certify that the goods, software
or technology above are for end-use1 in one
or more of the following countries, either in
their current state or after incorporation:
						

Meanwhile, in the Real World
Imagine that you are a third, fourth or fifthtier supplier to a major U.S. prime on a platform
that is operated by 30+ countries around the
world.
You receive your component from your
UK supplier, incorporate that component into

your product and supply it, in the U.S., to your
next tier. As far as you and your company are
concerned, statement (i) above appears to be a
good fit.
Alternatively, from your perspective, using
clause (ii), as it relates to the U.S., could also
appear reasonable.
Footnotes are almost defined as the stuff no
one reads. Not reading and understanding the
footnote here can result in a breach of UK export
controls by your UK supplier and in difficulties
obtaining future UK licenses.
The footnote in the undertaking is to be
found in the middle of the undertaking text. It
reads, “1 End-use means final or ultimate use in
one or more of the stated countries, or by the named
Government or NATO organization, either in their
current state or after incorporation. It does not
include export or re-export to any country other than
one or more of the stated countries or by the stated
Government or NATO organization.”
So, “end-use” means “ultimate end-use”!
Don’t be too harsh; EAR has no definition of
ultimate end-user.
The signatory, by definition the consignee,
is effectively being asked to make a binding
statement relating to the conduct of the entire
onward supply chain, up to and including the
end operator of the final platform.
What am I saying?
Back to our third, fourth or fifth-tier
supplier. How realistic is it that this supplier can
be certain that the equipment this company
supplies to the next tier, that eventually ends up
on the platform operated by 30+ countries, is
actually going to be used only by that subset of
those 30+ countries that is authorized by the UK
OGEL?
This is the British See-Through Rule. To be
clear, it is not a re-export control. It can’t be,
as UK export controls are not extraterritorial.
It is a condition precedent on the ability of the
UK exporter to use the OGEL for the export,
based on the consignee making representations
that effectively bind the entire supply chain
downstream of that consignee.
Speaking of binding the entire downstream
supply chain, how many of you who supply
these undertakings ever verify that the ultimate
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end-user will be a party permitted by the OGEL?
How many flow the condition along the supply
chain so that subsequent parties are aware of its
existence?
This is not to say that any use of these
OGELs is inherently problematic; they are
very useful if used correctly. The concern for
practitioners is that the very nature of many
transactions purporting to satisfy the OGELs’
conditions means that actual compliance with
those conditions on the ground is unlikely.
The key point to remember when supplying
these undertaking documents is that it is not
your or your companies’ conduct alone that you
are certifying; it is the conduct of all parties after
you in the supply chain.
If you are comfortable with that, which
in suitable cases you may be, the undertaking

document should not be a problem. However, if
you are not comfortable with what you are being
asked to certify, the answer becomes obvious.

A discerning eye needs only a hint, and
understatement leaves the imagination free to
build its own elaborations.
-- British architect Russell Page
						
* David Hayes is a director of David Hayes – Export
Controls, a UK-based consultancy specializing
in U.S. export compliance issues. He is also the
director of UK affairs for Trade Compliance Group
(previously MK Technology). He can be contacted
on +44 7765 007368 or at david@davidhayesexportcontrols.com.

The Exporting Source
www.exportingsource.com
The Exporting Source is a free, one-stop website for finding help to export to new
customers, to learn about government export programs, to join export-promoting trade
missions, to sign up for trade conferences and training, and to link to other exporting
services.
Whether you’re an old hand at exporting or just getting started, The Exporting Source
will provide you a place to get the latest news from the Export-Import Bank, U.S. Trade
and Development Agency (USTDA) and Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC),
among other government agencies. Visit www.exportingsource.com.
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OUR AWARD-WINNING
TRAINING VIDEO IS NEW
AND UPDATED!

The global landscape is constantly changing. Terrorism and the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction have led to tighter controls over exports among
the U.S. and its allies. Now, more than ever, enforcement of federal export
regulations is a real concern for businesses. Non-compliance can result in severe
penalties.
The rules are complex, and we’re here to help. For over 20 years, Trade
Compliance Group has provided companies large and small with expertly
produced, easy-to-understand training videos that take the mystery out of
export compliance. Featuring compelling narration, music, graphics and
re-enactments of typical scenarios, all key bases are covered:
• Export definitions
• The regulations (EAR and ITAR)
• The expectations of the federal agencies who enforce them
• Penalties for non-compliance
• “Red Flags” to watch out for in your transactions
• And more…

“MASTERING EXPORT COMPLIANCE” is the perfect

enhancement to any effective export compliance training program.
Preview it yourself on our YouTube channel.
Available in multiple formats — see how manageable export compliance can be!

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Contact us today at (202)-621-5484
or ykalin@tradecompliancegroup.com

Mastering Deemed Exports
Mastering Exports to China
Mastering Import Compliance

POLICY BRIEFS
CHINA JOINS UN
ARMS TRADE TREATY
If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em. Or even
better, nature abhors a vacuum. China
joined the United Nations (UN) Arms Trade
Treaty (ATT) July 6, 2020, which establishes
common standards for regulating international
conventional arms trade, a deal which the U.S.
“un-signed” in April 2019.
Three weeks later and with much less
hoopla, Sao Tome and Principe ratified the
ATT July 28. In what has long been a recurring
theme, the president announced the U.S.
withdrawal during a speech at the NRA annual
conference (see The Export Practitioner, May 2019,
page 17). The U.S. signed the treaty in September
2013, but Congress did not ratify it, primarily
due to opposition from the gun lobby.
Accession “is an important step in China’s
active participation in global arms trade
governance to safeguard international and
regional peace and stability. It demonstrates
China’s resolve and sincerity in supporting
multilateralism, maintaining international arms
control regime, and forging a community with
a shared future for mankind,” Chinese Foreign
Ministry Spokesperson Zhao Lijian said during a
press briefing.
“China calls on all parties to strictly regulate
export of military items, disallow export to nonstate actors, stop interfering in sovereign nations’
internal affairs through arms export, and
earnestly uphold the purposes and principles of
the UN Charter,” Zhao added, with some shade
to recent U.S. foreign policy decisions.
Allies welcomed the news. “By acceding to
the ATT, China, an important arms exporter,
contributes to the advancement of the Treaty’s
objectives to regulate the international trade
in conventional arms, to prevent and eradicate
the illicit trade in conventional arms and
ammunition, and to prevent their diversion.
Increased transparency in international arms
trade is another important objective of the
Treaty,” the European Union spokesperson said
in a statement.
“Whilst celebrating this important
milestone, we must always remember that for
the Treaty to be truly universal the current level
of membership needs to increase through our
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consistent effort to encourage all states including
exporting and importing states to joint Treaty,”
Federico Villegas, president-designate of sixth
session of ATT Conference of States Parties, said
in a statement.
“I call upon States Parties and the entire ATT
community to spare no effort in advancing the
Treaty universalization objective. It is only when
as many states as possible have joined Treaty
that we can fully attain the international norm
of responsible transfers in conventional arms,”
he added.

COURT RULING SENDS PRIVACY
SHIELD BACK TO DRAWING BOARD
European Union (EU) and U.S. officials are
scrambling to maintain the EU-U.S. Privacy
Shield after the European Court of Justice July
16, 2020, moved to invalidate the agreement,
ruling that it does not adequately protect the
data of European citizens in the U.S.
“The limitations on the protection of
personal data arising from the domestic law
of the United States on the access and use by
U.S. public authorities of such data transferred
from the European Union to the United States,
which the Commission assessed in the Privacy
Shield Decision, are not circumscribed in a way
that satisfies requirements that are essentially
equivalent to those required, under EU law,” the
court ruled.
The ruling comes just nine months after the
third annual review of the agreement, in which
a positive EU report affirmed the U.S. adequate
privacy protection but gave the administration
a to-do list to make the pact even more effective
(see The Export Practitioner, November 2019, page
20). At that time, industry groups warned an
upcoming European court decision could put the
pact in jeopardy.
“We have been and will remain in close
contact with the European Commission
and European Data Protection Board on
this matter and hope to be able to limit the
negative consequences to the $7.1 trillion
transatlantic economic relationship that is so
vital to our respective citizens, companies, and
governments,” Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross
said following the court ruling.
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“Commerce will continue to administer the
Privacy Shield program, including processing
submissions for self-certification and recertification to the Privacy Shield Frameworks
and maintaining the Privacy Shield List.
Today’s decision does not relieve participating
organizations of their Privacy Shield
obligations,” the department said.
“Today’s ruling provides further valuable
guidance for us and we will make sure that the
updated tool will be fully in line with it. We have
also regularly monitored the implementation
of the Privacy Shield and published annual
reports where we identified both positive aspects
and certain deficiencies,” EU VP for Values
and Transparency Vera Jourova said in a press
conference.
Tech industry groups urged the two trading
partners to come up with a new solution
that satisfied EU law. “The interruption of
transatlantic data flows resulting from this
decision is a significant setback for all businesses
and industries in the U.S. and EU who relied
on Privacy Shield and hampers their ability to
conduct day-to-day operations,” Information
Technology Industry Council (ITI) President and
CEO Jason Oxman said in a statement.
“Though many headlines on this case focus
on its impact on social media, the reverberations
are much more profound and widespread.
Thousands of companies of all sizes rely on
Privacy Shield across a wide range of industries.
They opened their business this morning to
find their transfer mechanism for critical data
flows possibly shut off,” Software & Information
Industry Association (SIIA) President and CEO
Jeff Joseph said in a separate statement.

JUSTICE, SEC ISSUE LONGAWAITED FCPA UPDATE
Administration agencies know how to
keep exporters and trade lawyers in suspense.
Eight years after its “long-awaited” guidance
on Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
enforcement, Justice and the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) July 6, 2020, issued
a “long-awaited” second edition.
The first edition issued in November

2012 provided common sense guidance on
meeting the law’s requirements but didn’t say
anything that breaks with the government’s past
interpretation or enforcement of the law (see The
Export Practitioner, December 2012, page 16).
In a new forward to the second edition,
the agencies acknowledge that the last eight
years have “brought new cases, new law,
and new policies.” The new edition “reflects
these updates, including new case law on the
definition of the term ‘foreign official’ under
the FCPA, the jurisdictional reach of the FCPA,
and the FCPA’s foreign written laws affirmative
defense,” they noted.
“It addresses certain legal standards,
including the mens rea requirement and
statute of limitations for criminal violations of
the accounting provisions. It reflects updated
data, statistics, and case examples. And it
summarizes new policies applicable to the FCPA
that have been announced in the DOJ’s and
SEC’s continuing efforts to provide increased
transparency,” the agencies added.
New headings include: Confidential
Reporting and Internal Investigation;
Continuous Improvement: Periodic Testing and
Review, Investigation, Analysis; Investigation,
Analysis, and Remediation of Misconduct; the
Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs;
and Other Guidance on Compliance and
International Best Practices.
The new edition features fresh discussions
about hospitality and gifts, third-party
payments, successor liability — and what
it means for due diligence in mergers and
acquisitions.
Trade lawyers fell over themselves to
issue client alerts on the new resource guide.
Attorneys from Miller Chevalier said the new
edition “does not substantially change the
agencies’ positions on the interpretation of the
FCPA or their enforcement priorities.”
“While the second edition does not alter
the character and usefulness of the original
document, or answer all of the outstanding
questions or legal interpretations by the DOJ
and SEC, the 2020 FCPA Guide provides a timely
update incorporating eight years of enforcement
history and legal development since the original
was released,” Paul Hastings attorneys said.
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EX-IM BANK HAS WORK TO DO
AFTER FOUR-YEAR HIATUS

POMPEO, RAAB DANCE IN
UNISON ON HUAWEI

With the release of its annual
competitiveness report, the Export-Import
Bank (Ex-Im) June 30, 2020, acknowledged that
four years out of the export financing market
has taken a toll on its competitiveness against
foreign export credit agencies (ECAs).
However, with a seven-year reauthorization
and a full board quorum, exporters hold out
hope that the bank’s products and expertise will
change that dynamic.
In a hearing a week earlier, Ex-Im Bank
President Kimberly Reed highlighted for the
Senate Banking Committee efforts to fulfill
the bank’s new requirements (see The Export
Practitioner, July 2020, page 18). However,
senators noted that three major Ex-Im
nominations have been sitting in the Senate
calendar with no action.
“Many U.S. exporters... have routinely
reported that, when Ex-Im cannot provide
financing at rates and on terms and other
conditions that match or are otherwise
competitive with those of other governments,
buyers often make purchases from the foreign
exporter that is backed by more attractive official
financing, rather than the U.S. exporter,” the
annual Ex-Im report said.
“Exporters and lenders described Ex-Im’s
foreign content policy as the strictest among
ECAs globally and, as such, makes Ex-Im less
competitive than foreign ECAs. Separately,
exporters and lenders again reported that ExIm’s local-cost policy is still perceived as more
competitive than that of foreign ECAs. Finally,
Ex-Im’s customers continued to believe that
the U.S. flag shipping requirement hinders ...
competitiveness,” it added.
The top 10 providers of official mediumand long-term (MLT) export credits in 2019
were China ($33.5 billion), Italy ($11.1 billion),
Germany ($10.5 billion), India ($7 billion), the
United Kingdom ($6.6 billion), France ($ 6.2
billion), South Korea ($5.8 billion), the U.S. ($5.3
billion), Finland ($4.1 billion), and Sweden ($4
billion). The U.S. joined the top 10 in 2019 for
the first time since 2015.

Less than a week after the United Kingdom
(UK) booted Huawei out of its 5G network, the
UK July 20, 2020, imposed an arms embargo on
both China and Hong Kong. It also suspended
its extradition treaty with China and opened its
arms to dissidents fleeing Hong Kong.
So, when officials welcomed Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo to London the next day
for coordinated discussions on the G7, NATO
and trade, Prime Minister Boris Johnson and
Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab reverted the
conversation to China.
At a press availability, Pompeo and Raab
fielded pointed questions on the subject. First,
Pompeo was asked about the ultimate goal of
U.S. actions against Huawei. “We don’t have
an end state that we seek from Huawei… No
American should engage in ordinary activity on
their cell phone or on their laptop computer or
talking on their phone – no American should
have the risk that that data set is going to be in
the hands of the Chinese Communist Party,”
Pompeo responded.
“We’ve watched the CCP [Chinese
Communist Party] bully its neighbors, militarize
features in the South China Sea, and instigate
a deadly confrontation with India. I want to
take this opportunity to congratulate the British
Government for its principled responses to these
challenges,” Pompeo added.
Then Raab was asked whether the UK is
being “strong-armed” into its China position
by U.S. officials. “I don’t think there’s any
question of strong-arming. Mike and I always
have constructive discussions, and actually a
vast majority of the times our views overlap and
we work together very well, as we have with our
Five Eyes partners on Hong Kong,” Raab replied.
All of this comes as tensions escalate
between Washington and Beijing. The U.S. and
China ordered mutual consulates closed in
Houston and Chengdu, and Congress passed
several bills banning TikTok from government
devices (see related story, page 27).
At the same time, Sen. Bob Menendez
(D-N.J.) pushed for a public-private consortium
to counter China’s 5G technology; a “Digital
Rights Promotion Fund” against China’s use
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of mass surveillance, a cyber military service
academy, and a U.S. president-led world
coalition to counter China’s malfeasance.
UK Reverses Course, Kicks
Huawei out of Network
Two weeks after it seemed U.S. allies were
more likely to accept Huawei’s money than
showing it the door, and despite Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo’s strongest efforts, the United
Kingdom (UK) July 14 expelled Huawei from its
network.
No more Huawei equipment after December
2020 and the swift and deliberate removal of all
residuals by the end of 2027. The cost to the UK
could total £2 billion and a 2-3-year delay of the
country’s 5G rollout.
On the same day as Defense issued a list of
Chinese military companies operating in the
U.S. that included Huawei, Pompeo in June said
that the tide is turning against the Chinese firm,
but some allies were still making final decisions
and accepting research and development (R&D)
money from the Chinese telecom firm (see The
Export Practitioner, July 2020, page 20).
In January 2020, the UK announced that
after a careful, deliberate, and comprehensive
study it concluded that a 35 percent limit of
Huawei in its network was just right. UK Digital
Minister Oliver Dowden, who announced the
July reversal before Parliament, said the decision
was hurried by U.S. sanctions on Huawei in May.
And that doesn’t count more than two
years’ relentless pressure from the Trump
administration and its surrogates, including
Sen. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.). Other considerations
reportedly included the 2024 UK elections,
Beijing’s Hong Kong security bill, and a pending
UK-U.S. trade deal.
Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Hua
Chunying denounced the move in her regular
press conference July 16. “All this shows that the
UK has lost its independence and self-decision,
the most cherished thing for a country. The
benefits it may gain from this decision cannot
make up for its loss,” Hua said.
“In the past two decades or so, the UK and
Huawei had very good cooperation, which serves
the interests of the UK. Huawei brought tens
of thousands of jobs to the country and made
positive contributions to the infrastructure

building of the British telecom sector. So, the
UK’s decision to ban Huawei just compromises
its own interests. The British government should
heed the rational call at home and make choices
that best serve the long-term, fundamental
interests of the country,” Hua said.
But analysts are wondering, what will
become of the £1 billion research center Huawei
plans to build in Cambridge? Moreover, what
happens to the more than 1,600 Huawei
employees in Bristol, Cambridge, Edinburgh
and Ipswich? Will China react by punishing UK
companies or refuse to buy UK products and
services?
The UK’s decision raises several questions.
Britain was supposed to be the first European
nation to rollout 5G, so does this decision alter
or set back its target date? There were only two
equipment providers: Huawei and Nokia; now
that Huawei is gone, how does the UK beef up
its dependence? Lastly, how does this decision
affect other U.S. allies sitting on the sidelines
and observing this battle play out?

TIKTOK OWNERSHIP, SECURITY
CONCERNS UNDER SCRUTINY
With a word, a president can insert himself
into multiple companies’ financial dealings.
Whether for personal reasons or genuine
national security and privacy concerns, the
president July 31 said the administration was
considering a ban on Chinese social media giant
TikTok from the U.S.
The Committee on Foreign Investment in
the U.S. (CFIUS), which is reviewing TikTok and
its parent company ByteDance, could present
its findings any day to the president. “TikTok
is under CFIUS review, and we’ll be making a
recommendation to the President on it this
week. So we have lots of alternatives,” Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin told reporters two
days earlier.
Two days after the president’s off-the-cuff
statements, Microsoft confirmed that it was
“prepared to continue discussions to explore
a purchase” of TikTok in the U.S. and would
complete those discussions no later than Sept.
15.
“Microsoft fully appreciates the importance
of addressing the President’s concerns. It is
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committed to acquiring TikTok subject to
a complete security review and providing
proper economic benefits to the United States,
including the United States Treasury,” Microsoft
said in a statement Aug. 2.
“These discussions are preliminary and there
can be no assurance that a transaction which
involves Microsoft will proceed. We do not
intend to provide further updates until there
is a definitive outcome to our discussions,” the
company noted.
Chinese Officials Denounce
President’s Actions
The Chinese government was incensed by
Trump’s decision. “Without any evidence, the
U.S. is threatening a Chinese company based
on presumption of guilt, revealing its hypocrisy
in so-called ‘upholding fairness and freedoms,’”
Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Wang Wenbin
said July 30.
“This is in violation of the WTO [World
Trade Organization] principles of openness,
transparency and non-discrimination, and
it doesn't serve the interests of the American
people and companies,” he added.
“We call on some in the U.S. to heed the
voices from the international community,
provide an open, fair, just and nondiscriminatory market environment for entities
of all countries including China, and stop
politicizing trade and economic issues. This
concerns the image and credibility of the US,”
Wang said.
The Chinese government was not alone in
its concerns. TikTok CEO Kevin Mayer joined the
chorus by arguing that fairness and competition
benefits all. “The entire industry has received
scrutiny, and rightly so. Yet, we have received
even more scrutiny due to the company’s
Chinese origins,” he said in a blog post July 30.
Mayer went further, saying he will allow
experts to examine the company’s code for
nefarious bugs. “We accept this and embrace
the challenge of giving peace of mind through
greater transparency and accountability. We
believe it is essential to show users, advertisers,
creators, and regulators that we are responsible
and committed members of the American
community that follows U.S. laws,” Mayer wrote.
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Senate, House Pass Divergent NDAA Bills
For a bipartisan group of lawmakers,
national security and government workers
were their chief concern. The Senate Homeland
Security & Governmental Affairs Committee
July 22, 2020, unanimously approved the “No
TikTok on Government Devices Act” (S.3455),
which would prohibit federal employees from
downloading or using the social media video
application TikTok on government-issued
devices.
Committee Chair Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.)
introduced the bill in March; it now moves
to the full Senate. In the House, a day earlier,
when the fiscal year 2021 National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) passed, Rep. Ken Buck
(R-Colo.) introduced an amendment with the
same goal: banning TikTok from governmentissued devices. The House bill must now be
merged with the NDAA version that the Senate
passed July 24.
The Senate standalone bill “prohibits
employees and officers of the United States,
Members of Congress, congressional employees,
and officers and employees of government
corporations from downloading or using TikTok,
or any successor application from the developer,
on any device issued by the federal government
or a government corporation, with the exception
of specified activities (e.g., cybersecurity
research),” the bill summary spelled-out.
Of course, these bills could all be moot if the
Microsoft sale goes through, and the company
becomes a U.S. entity.
TikTok came to U.S. prominence in October
2019, when Mark Zuckerberg accused the social
media juggernaut of censoring protests. In
that same month, Sens. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.)
and Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) called on acting
Director of National Intelligence Joseph
Maguire to investigate “the national security
risks posed by TikTok and other China-owned
content platforms in the U.S. and requested a
Congressional briefing on the findings” (see The
Export Practitioner, January 2020, page 4).
There were no announced findings by
Maguire. But by November, TikTok was under
CFIUS scrutiny. “The outcome of this review
[of] ByteDance will have a significant impact
on lives of American consumers,” two scholars
from Center for Strategic and International
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Studies (CSIS) predicted in a May 2020 blog
post. So, was the president’s decision based on
national security grounds, as he argued or was it
a commercial decision, as it now appears?
While as a Chinese social media platform,
TikTok made lawmakers nervous, so too should
their American competitors. The likes of
Facebook, Apple, Google, and Amazon, as the
July 29 House antitrust hearing revealed, also
misused consumer data.
If user data is a privacy concern, should
that concern only apply to foreign competitors?
Shouldn’t all companies operate by a fixed set
of rules – like the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) – so that all
violators are measured by the same yardsticks?

END NOTES
REVOLVING DOOR: Former BIS Assistant
Secretary Richard Ashooh July 20 joined chip
equipment maker Lam Research as VP of
global government affairs. Agency confirmed
resignation two weeks earlier (see The Export
Practitioner, July 2020, page 22).
NOMINATION: Senate Foreign Relations
Committee July 29 approved controversial
nomination of former Treasury official Marshall
Billingslea to be under secretary of State for arms
control and international security. Vote was
11-10-1 party line. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) voted
present. President nominated Billingslea in May
(see The Export Practitioner, May 2020, page 17).
VENEZUELA: Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) July 23 designated brothers
Santiago Jose Moron Hernandez and Ricardo
Jose Moron Hernandez for providing support for
Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro and his
son, Nicolas Ernesto Maduro Guerra. Santiago
and Ricardo distribute assets for Maduro family;
Santiago is Maduro Guerra’s principal assistant
while Ricardo handles operational activities,
agency said. OFAC designated Nicolas Maduro
and his son in July 2017 and June 2019 (see The
Export Practitioner, July 2019, page 22).
MORE VENEZUELA: OFAC July 15 issued
GL 5D delaying effectiveness until Oct. 20 of

authorization of licenses applicable to holders
of Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PdVSA) 2020 8.5
percent bond.
SANCTIONS: OFAC July 15 designated three
Russian individuals and five entities directly
involved in furthering financier Yevgeniy
Prigozhin’s operations in Sudan and assisting
his ability to evade sanctions. Prigozhin is
financer of Internet Research Agency (IRA),
Russian troll farm that OFAC designated in 2018
(see The Export Practitioner, April 2018, page
16). “Prigozhin and his network are exploiting
Sudan’s natural resources for personal gain and
spreading malign influence around the globe,”
said Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin.
NICARAGUA: OFAC July 17 designated Juan
Carlos Ortega Murillo, son of Nicaraguan
President Daniel Ortega; family front man
Jose Jorge Mojica Mejia; and two companies
they use -- Difuso Comunicaciones S.A. and
Mundo Digital S.A – “to distribute regime
propaganda and launder money,” agency
said. Day earlier, OFAC revised its Nicaragua
Sanctions Regulations to incorporate Nicaragua
Human Rights and Anticorruption Act of
2018 by “updating the authority citation and
the prohibited transactions and delegation
sections,” agency said. At same time, OFAC
added GL authorizing U.S. government to
engage in certain activities. Agency in May
designated Nicaraguan Army commander-inchief and finance and public credit minister for
“supporting the corrupt Ortega regime” (see The
Export Practitioner, June 2020, page 21).
RUSSIA: OFAC July 16 issued general licenses
(GLs) 13O and 15I, extending previous GLs
that expanded sanctions relief for Russian
conglomerate GAZ Group. Specifically, OFAC
extended GL expiration date to Jan. 22, 2021.
FIREARMS: Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals July
21 dismissed Defense Distributed’s (DD) appeal
of two cases filed against rules on publishing 3D
gun blueprints. “Upon a review of the record,
the briefing on the motion to dismiss, and the
responses to the court’s June 19, 2020 order, we
conclude that these appeals are moot because
no present controversy exists as to which any
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effective relief may be granted to appellants,”
three-judge panel wrote in Defense Distributed
v. U.S. Dep’t. of State. “This panel’s decision is
past contemptible. It is an aggressive dereliction.
I’m saying there is more rule of law in China.
So on to the next phase of our operations,” DD
wrote in blog post. Seattle U.S. District Court
judge issued preliminary injunction in March
on 3D printing software moving to Commerce
jurisdiction (see The Export Practitioner, April
2020, page 4).
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: DDTC in
Federal Register July 22 revised export licensing
policy of denial for Central African Republic
(CAR) to add exemptions approved in recent
UN Security Council resolutions. These include:

supplies intended solely to support UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission
(MINUSCA) and training missions deployed by
EU and France; supplies of non-lethal equipment
and assistance intended solely to support
security sector reform; supplies brought into
country by Chadian or Sudanese forces solely for
their use in international patrols; and supplies of
non-lethal military equipment intended solely
for humanitarian or protective use. President
Obama issued Executive Order in May 2014,
declaring national emergency in CAR and
“authorizing the imposition of sanctions to deal
with the threat posed by the situation” in that
country (see The Export Practitioner, June 2014,
page 26).

For Weekly News on Trade, Read

Washington Tariff & Trade Letter
www.WTTLonline.com
For FREE Trial Subscription Call 301-460-3060
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CONTACT US

ABOUT OUR LAW FIRM

Torres Law is a leading boutique law firm specialized in international trade and national security matters. We
have extensive experience with the various regimes and agencies governing trade such as U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, the Bureau of Industry and Security, the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls, the Office
of Foreign Assets Control, the Defense Security Service, and the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States.

PRACTICE AREAS
CUSTOMS

U.S. Customs audits (e.g., Focused Assessments and Quick Response Audits), notices of action and enforcement, conduct
internal compliance reviews, and pursue Customs rulings and advisory opinions. We frequently submit “prior disclosures”
to U.S. Customs and negotiate for the reduction of penalties. We assist clients before local port officials and at Customs and
Border Protection’s headquarters in Washington, D.C.

EXPORTS

Export compliance and representation before various government agencies administering the International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR), Export Administration Regulations (EAR), and the Foreign Trade Regulations (FTR or Census
regulations). We assist with export audits, government inquiries, voluntary disclosures, subpoenas, corporate
investigations, and government enforcement actions.

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS

Guidance regarding the U.S. sanctions programs administered by OFAC. We advise clients regarding the scope of the
sanctions, potential exceptions, and assist with the preparation and submission of licenses. We also assist with audits,
internal reviews, corporate investigations, voluntary self-disclosures, and developing compliance programs.

FCPA

Assist clients with FCPA compliance and provide advice regarding the scope, meaning, and application of the FCPA and
other anti-corruption laws.

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

Assist clients with industrial security matters in the context of cross-border corporate acquisitions involving the defense and
high-tech industries. We have experience with filings with the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. (CFIUS), which
is responsible for regulating foreign direct investment in the United States. We also advise companies on
FOCI mitigation and provide guidance on how transactions might be structured to
best anticipate FOCI concerns.

MEET THE TEAM
Attorneys and Trade Advisors with impeccable credentials, specialized knowledge, and a wealth of experience.
Our attorneys adhere to the highest professional standards and have achieved local and
international preeminence in their practice areas
Widely published and sought after to participate in international trade discussions
ecognized by organizations like Who’s Who Legal, Chambers and Partners, Super Lawyers, and
Women in Compliance Awards.

